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1. Introduction
Large-N limits can provide a helpful approximation scheme for field theories, for example
allowing us to gain control over non-trivial fixed points of the renormalization group [1] or over
non-perturbative phenomena such as spontaneous symmetry breaking and dynamical mass gener-
ation [2, 3]. The main feature of the large-N limit is a truncation of the set of Feynman diagrams
of a given theory: the large-N limit is dominated by cactus diagrams in typical vector theories (e.g.
[4]), and by planar diagrams in typical matrix theories [5, 6]. Both cases have a long history, with
applications ranging from statistical mechanics to QCD and quantum gravity (see for example the
collection of articles in [7]). More recently, there has been a renewed interest in the large-N limit
of theories based on fields with r ≥ 3 indices, each index ranging from 1 to N and transforming in
the fundamental representation of a Lie group such as O(N), U(N), or Sp(N). Zero-dimensional
versions of such tensor field theories,1 more commonly referred to as tensor models, were initially
introduced in [17 – 19] as a way to formulate quantum gravity as a sum over random geometries.
With the same perspective, they were later revived by the discovery that they admit a new type
1The term tensor field theory has been used sometimes for tensor models with a Kontsevich-type free covariance
[8 – 10], otherwise known also as tensorial group field theories [11 – 15]. In such models there is no spacetime at the
outset, the renormalization group slicing is performed on the tensor indices, which can be thought of as momentum
components of some abstract space, in a similar spirit to [16]. In contrast, the tensor field theories we will discuss here
are ordinary field theories on d-dimensional spacetime, and the indices are field labels, like color or flavor indices. There
should be no confusion between the two types of theories.
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of large-N limit, dominated by melonic diagrams [20 – 23].2 However, it was only after a link to
the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev (SYK) model [31 – 34] was noticed [35, 36] that the large-N limit of tensor
field theories in one or higher dimensions began being explored [37 – 58]. For a comparison of the
large-N limits in vector, matrix, and tensor field theories, see [59].
One reason of interest in the new melonic large-N limit is that one typically finds a non-trivial
conformal field theory (CFT) limit in the infrared, for which the full two-point function and the
full spectrum of primary bilinear operators can be determined [36, 42]. Moreover, such melonic
CFTs can be obtained as non-trivial fixed points of the renormalization group, the latter being under
control thanks to the use of the large-N limit in combination with either an ε-expansion away from
the critical dimension [42] or with an expansion in an exactly marginal parameter [51], as we will
review below. Notice that a similar melonic truncation of the Feynman diagrams appeared already
long time ago [60, 61], as well as later in various other contexts, such as the so-called Φ-derivable
truncations studied for example in [62 – 64]. However, the 1/N expansion offers a controlled way
of implementing such approximations as a proper expansion scheme. Therefore, although so far
no real-world application of such tensor field theories has emerged, they can play a useful role as
toy models in improving our theoretical understanding of CFTs in higher dimensions, as well as
possibly find theoretical applications in the AdS/CFT correspondence, or in connection to other
theoretical models such as SYK.
The present survey aims at providing a short guide and introduction to recent results on mel-
onic CFTs. In Sec. 2, we give an introduction to the structure of the models, the graphical repre-
sentation of invariants and of the perturbative expansion, and the dominant diagrams in the large-N
limit. In Sec. 3, we use the 2PI formalism [65] to introduce some essential features of tensor field
theories, namely the Schwinger-Dyson equations for the two-point function, and the ladder struc-
ture of the four-point function. Lastly, in Sec. 4 and 5, we review the fixed points found in some
bosonic and fermionic models, respectively. We conclude in Sec. 6 with a summary and outlook.
2. Model building and melonic limit
For simplicity, we will restrict our focus on models based on fields in the fundamental repre-
sentation of O(N)3 or U(N)3, that is, the fundamental field is a rank-3 field φabc(x) transforming
as
φabc(x)→ R(1)aa′ R(2)bb′ R(3)cc′ φa′b′c′(x) , (2.1)
with R(i) being an element of O(N) or U(N) in the fundamental representation, and summation
over repeated indices is implicit. To fix ideas, we will also assume here that φabc(x) is a scalar
field (real or complex, for the O(N) or U(N) case, respectively), while fermionic models will be
discussed in Sec. 5.
As usual, a specific model is defined by the (Euclidean) spacetime dimension d, and a choice
of action. We separate the latter in a free and an interacting part, as S[φ ] = Sfree[φ ]+ Sint[φ ]. The
2While in the original models were based on r+1 rank-r tensors and a symmetry group such as U(N)r(r+1)/2, the
melonic large-N limit has later been proved also for models with single rank-r tensors and smaller symmetry groups,
such as U(N)r [24], O(N)r [25, 26], mixed products of orthogonal and unitary groups [27], and even irreducible tensor
representations of a single group [28 – 30].
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former is quadratic in the fields, thus defining the Gaussian part of the measure, with covariance
C(x,y):3
Sfree[φ ] =
∫
x,y
φabc(x)C−1(x,y)φabc(y) . (2.2)
For d = 0 the standard choice is C = 1, while for d > 0 we choose the inverse covariance
C−1(x,y) = (−∂ 2)ζ ≡
22ζΓ
(
d+2ζ
2
)
pid/2|Γ(−ζ )|
1
|x− y|d+2ζ (2.3)
endowing the field with the canonical dimension ∆φ = d−2ζ2 . The choice of ζ distinguishes short-
range models (ζ = 1)4 from long-range ones (0 < ζ < 1).5 One can of course also write directly
the covariance by simply replacing ζ with −ζ in the above formula. Alternatively, we can use in
momentum space the following formula, valid for 0< ζ < 1:
C˜(p)≡ (p2)−ζ = sin(piζ )
pi
∫ +∞
0
ds
s−ζ
p2+ s
. (2.4)
This provides a Källén-Lehmann spectral representation of the propagator, showing that the spectral
density sin(piζ )pi s
−ζ is positive for 0< ζ < 1.
For the interacting part we take a polynomial in the fields, without derivatives, restricted by
invariance under (2.1). The invariance requires that tensor indices in the same position on different
tensors be contracted pairwise (implying in particular that invariants are monomials of even order).
For example, the so-called tetrahedron invariant is defined as
Itetrahedron = φa1a2a3φa1b2b3φb1a2b3φb1b2a3 . (2.5)
Given a set of invariants of this sort, we write the interacting part of the action as
Sint[φ ] =
∫
x
∑
q
∑
b∈Iq
λb
2qN
3
2 (q−1)+ρb
Ib =
∫
x
∑
q
∑
b∈Iq
λb
2qN
3
2 (q−1)+ρb
δ (b)a1...a2qφa1(x) . . .φa2q(x) . (2.6)
Here, Iq is a set of labels that distinguishes the different invariants built out of 2q fields, and we
have introduced a condensed notation for the indices, ai = ai1ai2ai3, and an invariant tensor of rank
6q, δ (b)a1...a2q , which performs the contraction of tensor indices corresponding to a given invariant.
The λb are ‘t Hooft couplings (to be held fixed in the large-N limit), and the scaling in N, in
particular the parameters ρb, has to be chosen in such a way that the large-N limit exists and it is
non-trivial. We will get back to it after having introduced a graphical representation.
In the Feynman diagram representation, a monomial of order 2q in the field is represented by a
2q-valent vertex; while this is a useful representation for the spacetime integrals arising from Wick
3Here and in the following we denote
∫
x =
∫
ddx in direct space, and
∫
p =
∫ dd p
(2pi)d in momentum space. Repeated
tensor indices imply a summation.
4The ζ → 1 limit of the right-hand side of (2.3) should be understood in the distributional sense, giving C−1(x,y) =
−∂ 2x δ (x− y).
5Long-range models have a long history; in the scalar case with quartic interaction, they are known as the long-
range Ising model [66, 67], which has been studied extensively with various methods, including constructive methods
[68, 69], large-N expansion [70], functional renormalization group [71], and CFT methods [72, 73].
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contractions because all the fields in a monomial are at the same spacetime point, it clearly misses
the tensor structure, and it cannot help us in distinguishing different invariants built out of the same
number of fields. To take that into account, two types of representations are typically employed, in
which the perturbative expansion is represented by either stranded graphs or edge-colored graphs.
The former is a natural generalization of the ribbon graphs of matrix models, but it can result in
rather heavy drawings, as each propagator is represented by three (or more, for higher rank models)
parallel lines. It is then more convenient to represent the tensor invariants as colored graphs [74]:
we represent every tensor field as a node (black and white for φ and φ¯ , respectively, if the field is
complex) and every contraction of two indices as an edge. Each edge is assigned a color red, blue,
or green (or a label 1, 2, or 3) corresponding to the positions of the indices in the tensor. We call
the resulting graphs 3-colored graphs (or sometimes bubbles). The three different representations
of the tetrahedron invariant (2.5) are depicted in Fig. 1.
Figure 1: The tetrahedral vertex in three different representations; from left to right: the Feynman diagram
representation, the stranded representation, and the 3-colored graph representation. In the last two, the colors
label the different indices of a tensor.
In the perturbative expansion around the free theory, we represent the free propagators as
edges of a new color, connecting two different nodes (the two tensor fields whose Wick contraction
leads to that propagator). We choose the black color for the propagator lines, or equivalently, the
label 0. When representing the interaction bubbles as 3-colored graphs, the perturbative expansion
is then captured by 4-colored graphs. We give two examples of 4-colored graphs in Fig. 2, to
be compared with the respective standard Feynman diagrams in Fig. 3. The latter offer a more
Figure 2: Two 4-colored graphs in the perturbative expansion of the four-point function, with tetrahedron
interaction vertices drawn in red, blue, and green colors, and propagators drawn in black. The resulting
structure of index contractions of the external tensor are equivalent to the pillow (left) and double-trace
(right) invariants.
intuitive representation of Feynman integrals, but the 4-colored graphs are necessary in order to
identify the scaling in N. Indeed, in a 4-colored graph, each propagator identifies all three indices
on its two end tensors, whereas each edge of color i identifies only one pair of indices between
its end tensors. The indices will then circulate along cycles of color 0i with fixed i, which we call
4
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Figure 3: Two Feynman diagrams obtained from the two 4-colored graphs of Fig. 2 by shrinking the colored
edges. Half-edges are also added to keep track of the external fields.
faces, hence each face gives rise to a free sum, that is, a factor N. The amplitude of a Feynman
diagram G thus scales as A(G ) ∼ NF−∑b ρbnb , with F the total number of faces in the associated
4-colored graph and nb the number of bubbles of the interaction b. The existence of the large-N
limit relies on the fact that the power of N is bounded from above for an appropriate choice of ρb
[74, 25]. Following [25], we take
ρb =
F(Ib)−3
2
, (2.7)
with F(Ib) counting the total number of cycles of alternating colors i and j with i, j ∈ {1,2,3} in
the 3-colored graph representing the invariant Ib.
Melonic graphs and melonic diagrams. Melonic k-valent graphs are defined constructively
starting from the fundamental melon, i.e. the unique graph built out of two k-valent vertices without
forming self-loops (or tadpoles), and then iteratively inserting on any edge a melonic 2-point func-
tion, i.e. the graph obtained from the fundamental melon by cutting one edge in the middle (also
known as sunset diagram). An example is given in Fig. 4. Notice that melonic k-valent graphs are
always bipartite, and edge-colorable with k colors.
Figure 4: A melonic 4-valent graph.
An important result in rank-r tensor models is that if one only allows for interaction bubbles
which are melonic r-valent graphs, then in the perturbative expansion the leading order vacuum
graphs at large N are melonic (r+ 1)-valent graphs [24]. However, it is important to notice that
melonic (r+ 1)-valent graphs do not correspond to melonic Feynman diagrams, i.e. they do not
remain melonic after shrinking the colors from 1 to r. From the point of view of the Feynman
diagrams, melonic (r+ 1)-valent graphs reduce to the same type of cactus diagrams appearing in
the large-N limit of vector models, and therefore field theories based on such interaction are not
expected to lead to very different results than vector models.6
6They can nevertheless lead to new phases with patterns of spontaneous symmetry breaking which are impossible
in the vector case [51].
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Adding non-melonic bubbles, things get more complicated, and possibly more interesting.
In particular, it was found in Ref. [25] that non-melonic interaction bubbles, such as the tetrahe-
dron invariant (2.5), can be scaled in such a way that they also contribute at leading order in the
1/N expansion, and that for some interactions (in that specific example, the quartic tetrahedron
interaction) their leading-order Feynman diagrams are melonic. The possibility of restricting the
spacetime Feynman diagrams to the melonic type by means of a large-N limit has been a main
reason for studying tensor field theories in dimension d ≥ 1, starting from [36]. In this respect, we
mention a few interesting studies: for interactions of higher order, Ref. [75] identified the struc-
ture of diagrams at first leading orders; Ref. [76] proved that, with tensors of prime rank and for
a particular class of complete interactions (i.e. invariants corresponding to a complete graph), the
dominant Feynman diagrams are melonic; Ref. [77] classified the different structures of complete
interactions for tensors of odd rank; Ref. [26] showed melonic dominance in sextic subchromatic
models (rank-3 and a particular rank-4 model).
For concreteness, we concentrate here on interactions which are at most quartic,7 resulting in
the most studied version of the potential:
Sint[φ ] =
∫
x
12m2ζ + λt4N3/2
+
λp
12N2 ∑col.perm.
+
λd
4N3
 .
(2.8)
Here, the first invariant is a mass term, while the second is the tetrahedron, which we have already
encountered, and which is the only complete interaction of order four; lastly, the third and fourth
invariants are known as pillow and double-trace, respectively. Notice that there are actually three
pillow invariants, distinguished by the choice of color on the vertical edges: by summing over color
permutations (which we have divided by a factor 3 for convenience), with the same coupling λp, we
enforce a color symmetry on the action. In general, bubbles which are composed of one or several
connected components are referred to as single-trace or multi-trace, respectively, for analogy with
the matrix case, and bubbles Ib for which ρb = 0 are called maximally single trace (MST), as each
of their 2-colored subgraphs are connected, i.e. they are like the graph of a matrix single-trace
invariant. The mass and tetrahedron invariants are the only MST bubbles in our action.
The 1/N expansion. The model with interaction (2.8) has a 1/N expansion [25, 36]. The sim-
plest way to see this is to observe that pillow and double-trace vertices can be obtained as radiative
corrections from the tetrahedral vertex: the pillow is a rung (Fig 2, left), and the double-trace is a
ladder made out of two rungs with different color inside their loop (Fig 2, right). Replacing the pil-
low and double-trace vertices in a graph by their minimal resolution in terms of tetrahedral vertices
one associates with any graph G a graph Gˆ having only tetrahedral vertices but the same scaling in
7Notice also that the number of possible interactions at higher orders grows very fast; for an explicit counting, see
[78 – 80], as well as [43].
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N:
F(G )− 3
2
nt(G )−2np(G )−3nd(G ) = F(Gˆ )− 32nt(Gˆ ) . (2.9)
Starting from Gˆ one can build three jackets [20, 25]J i, that is ribbon graphs8 obtained by ignoring
the faces of color 0i. Each jacket has a non orientable genus k(J i)≥ 0 and the number of faces9
F (J i) = nt(Gˆ )+2− k(J i). As every face belongs to two jackets, the total number of faces of
Gˆ is
F (Gˆ ) =
3
2
nt(Gˆ )+3− 12∑i
k(J i) . (2.10)
Denoting ω(G ) = 12 ∑i k(J
i) ≥ 0 the degree of the original graph G , the scaling with N of a
connected vacuum graph is
N3−ω(G ) . (2.11)
By the standard arguments [23, 74] G has degree zero if and only if Gˆ is melonic. That is
the leading order graphs are melonic after substituting all the pillows and double-trace vertices by
their minimal realizations in terms of the tetrahedral vertex. In terms of the original interactions
in G , one gets melon-tadpole [29] graphs, that is, graphs obtained by iterated insertions of melons
or tadpoles into melons or tadpoles, see Fig. 5. Observe that all the tadpoles are based on either
pillow or double-trace vertices, while the end vertices of the melons are tetrahedral.
Figure 5: A melon-tadpole diagram, where all the invariants have been shrunk to point-like vertices.
3. 2PI formalism, Schwinger-Dyson equations, and four-point kernel
The melonic limit allows us to write in closed form the Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equations for
the two- and four-point functions, that otherwise are usually known only perturbatively. Such equa-
tions can be conveniently formulated in terms of a generating functional. However, from figures
4 and 5 it is clear that we still have an infinite series of diagrams, hence it is not obvious how to
write the generating functionals of connected or one-particle irreducible (1PI) diagrams. On the
other hand, it is clear that all the melon-tadpoles diagrams are obtained from some fundamental
diagram by repeated insertions of two-point functions corrections. This suggests to consider the
two-particle irreducible (2PI) effective action, in whose perturbative expansion no two-point inser-
tions are allowed [81] (hence the name: a 2PI diagram is a diagram that cannot be disconnected by
8The ribbon graphs are made evident in the stranded representation, where one replaces each black line and vertex
by three parallel red, green, and blue lines: a jacketJ i is then obtained by simply deleting color i.
9It is at this point that one uses the fact that Gˆ has only tetrahedral vertices. This construction is slightly more
complicated on the original graph G , as the jackets of G are not necessarily connected [25].
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cutting two propagators). In such formalism, the Feynman diagrams are 2PI, but have an unknown
propagator G, which is to be fixed a posteriori from the field equations of the 2PI effective action,
which coincide with the SD equation for the two-point function, as we review in subsection 3.1.
We will now briefly review the essential features of the 2PI effective action. For a general
introduction to the formalism, see the original [81] or the review [82]; for its application to tensor
models, and a more detailed version of our presentation, see [65, 53, 83]. We will assume that there
is no spontaneous symmetry breaking; for a discussion of how the formalism could be applied to a
broken phase, see [84].
The 2PI effective action is obtained by introducing a bilocal source in the functional integral,
coupled to the bilinear 12φa(x)φb(y), and performing a Legendre transform of the logarithm of the
partition function with respect to the source. As a result of such procedure, the full 2PI effective
action can be written as
Γ[G] =
1
2
Tr
[
C−1G
]
+
1
2
Tr
[
lnG−1
]
+Γ2[G] , (3.1)
where
Γ2[G] =− ln
∫
2PI
dµG[ϕ] e−Sint[ϕ] . (3.2)
In the functional integral, dµG[ϕ] is a normalized Gaussian measure with covariance Gabc,a′b′c′ ,
and the subscript 2PI reminds us that in the perturbative expansion we only retain 2PI diagrams.
Traces and products of bilocal functions are in the matrix sense, with a matrix index collectively
corresponding to an O(N)3 triplet of indices and a spacetime point. For example,
Tr
[
C−1G
]≡ ∫
x,y
(C−1)a,a′(x,y)Ga′,a(y,x) =
∫
x,y
C−1(x,y)Ga,a(y,x) , (3.3)
where in the last step we used the fact that our free covariance is diagonal in the tensor indices. The
two traces in (3.1) represent the classical and one-loop parts of the effective action, while Γ2[G]
contains all the higher-loops contributions.
The full two-point function is to be determined by the field equation:
δΓ[G]
δGa,b(x,y)
= 0 ⇔ (G−1)a,b(x,y) =C−1(x,y)δa,b+2 δΓ2[G]δGa,b(x,y) , (3.4)
where δa,b = δa1b1δa2b2δa3b3 . The field equations have exactly the form of the SD equation, under
the identification of the self-energy
Σa,b(x,y) =−2 δΓ2[G]δGa,b(x,y) . (3.5)
Since cutting one propagator from 2PI diagrams (i.e. deriving with respect to G) leads to 1PI
diagrams, we obtain that the self-energy is a sum of 1PI diagrams, as expected.
In the symmetric phase, the full two-point function is diagonal in the tensor indices:
Ga,b(x,y) = G(x,y)δa,b , (3.6)
hence Tr
[
C−1G
]
= N3
∫
x,y(C
−1)(x,y)G(y,x). Similarly, the one-loop trace in (3.1) will also be of
order N3. Furthermore, as the propagators are proportional to the identity, as in the original theory,
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the counting of factors of N is unchanged, hence the result (2.11) is still valid. Therefore, for any
interaction action as in (2.6), with ρb as in (2.7), we have the following expansion:
Γ2[0,G] = ∑
ω∈N/2
Γ(3−ω)2 [G] , with Γ
(p)
2 [G]∼ N p . (3.7)
For the particular choice of action (2.8), at leading order we have melon-tadpoles diagrams. Im-
posing on such diagrams also the 2PI condition drastically reduces the number of leading order
diagrams to just five: a melon with two tetrahedron bubbles (see Fig. 6), and four figure-eight dia-
grams, three with one of the pillow bubbles and one with the double-trace (Fig. 7). In addition, if
Figure 6: A vacuum 4-colored graph (left) built on two tetrahedron interactions, corresponding to a melonic
Feynman diagram (right).
Figure 7: The two type of vacuum 4-colored graphs (left and center) corresponding to the figure-eight
Feynam diagram (right), occurring at leading order in 1/N.
we do not include a mass term in the free part of the action, as we chose to do, we also need to add
the one-loop diagram with one two-valent vertex. As a result, the 2PI effective action at leading
order in 1/N is
Γ2[G] =
1
2
m2ζ
∫
x
Ga1a2a3,a1a2a3(x,x)+
λd
4N3
∫
x
(Ga1a2a3,a1a2a3(x,x))
2
+
λp
12N2
3
∑
i=1
δaia′iδbib′i(∏
j 6=i
δa jb jδa′jb′j)
∫
x
Ga1a2a3,b1b2b3(x,x)Ga′1a′2a′3,b′1b′2b′3(x,x)
− λ
2
t
8N3
∫
x,y
Ga1a2a3,b1b2b3(x,y)Ga1a′2a′3,b1b′2b′3(x,y)Ga′1a2a′3,b′1b2b′3(x,y)Ga′1a′2a3,b′1b′2b3(x,y) .
(3.8)
9
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Notice that upon substitution of Ga,b by (3.6), we find that all terms are indeed proportional to N3.
Strikingly, at leading order in 1/N we can write the full 2PI in closed form. The closed expression
(3.8) is another manifestation of the fact that the melonic limit of tensor models lies somewhere in
between the planar limit of matrix models, for which a closed expression for the effective action
is generally not possible, and the cactus limit of vector models, for which a closed expression is
possible [85, 86], but with a less interesting ultralocal structure at leading-order, identical to the
double-trace- contribution in the first line of (3.8). The melon contribution in the last line of (3.8)
is bilocal, thus leading to different physics than the vector model. This is an important feature of
the melonic contributions, and it is also at the heart of the most interesting aspects of the SYK
model.
3.1 Melonic SD equation
By plugging (3.8) into (3.4), and using (3.6), we find the melonic SD equation:
G−1(x,y) =C−1(x,y)−Σ(x,y)
=C−1(x,y)+δ (x− y)
(
m2ζ +(λd +λp)G(x,x)
)
−λ 2t G(x,y)3 .
(3.9)
The self energy Σ(x,y) has the graphical interpretation in Fig. 8.
2
t−
G
G
G
G
− ( d )p +m
Figure 8: The self-energy Σ(x,y) in Eq. (3.9).
In momentum space this becomes:
G(p)−1 =C(p)−1+m2ζ +(λp+λd)
∫
q
G(q)−λ 2t
∫
q1,q2
G(q1)G(q2)G(p+q1+q2) . (3.10)
The bare mass can be tuned to cancel with the tadpoles and with the melon contribution at p =
0. Then, for C(p)−1 = p2 (i.e. for ζ = 1), a simple power counting argument indicates that the
solution admits two regimes [36]: a free scaling regime in the ultraviolet G(p)−1∼ p2 (with C(p)−1
dominating over the self-energy), and an anomalous scaling regime in the infrared G(p)−1 ∼ pd/2
(with the self-energy dominating over C(p)−1). Choosing instead, as in [53], ζ = d/4 to match
the infrared conformal behavior, one finds a scaling behavior for all p. In fact, with C(p)−1 = p2ζ ,
the Schwinger-Dyson equation is formally solved by G(p)−1 = Zp2ζ , as can be naively seen by
plugging it into (3.10),
Zp2ζ = p2ζ +m2ζ − λ
2
t
Z3
∫
q1,q2
1
q2ζ1
1
q2ζ2
1
(p+q1+q2)2ζ
+
λp+λd
Z
∫
q
1
q2ζ
, (3.11)
and noticing that the double integral (which we call the melon integral) gives, after a rescaling of q1
and q2 by |p|, a global |p|2d−6ζ = |p|2ζ . Differently from the ζ = 1 case of [36], here there is only
10
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one regime: Σ(p) and C(p)−1 are of the same order in p. However, both integrals in Eq. (3.11) are
divergent, thus we need regularization and renormalization. The full procedure is detailed in [53],
and we will not repeat it here. The final result of that analysis is that, for ζ = d4 , choosing m
2ζ to
cancel the tadpoles and the p = 0 part of the melon integral, the SD equation (3.10) is solved by
G(p)−1 = Zp2ζ , with Z satisfying:
Z4−Z3 = λ 2t
1
(4pi)d
Γ
(
1− d4
)
d
4Γ
(
3 d4
) . (3.12)
It should be stressed that Z is finite for ζ = d/4 in d < 4, hence it is not a wave function renormal-
ization, but rather a function that resums all the melonic insertions in the propagator.
3.2 Melonic four-point kernel
Another important equation satisfied by the 2PI effective action concerns its second derivative
with respect to G:∫
u,v
F(a,b);(c,d)(x,y,u,v)
δ 2Γ
δGcd(u,v)δGmn(w,z)
= Iab;mn(x,y,w,z) , (3.13)
where we have introduced the projector on symmetric bilocal matrices
Iab;mn(x,y,w,z) =
1
2
(δamδbnδ (x−w)δ (y− z)+δanδbmδ (x− z)δ (y−w)) , (3.14)
and the forward four-point function
F(a,b);(c,d)(x,y,w,z) =〈φa(x)φb(y)φc(w)φd(z)〉−〈φa(x)φb(y)〉〈φc(w)φd(z)〉
=〈φa(x)φb(y)φc(w)φd(z)〉c
+ 〈φa(x)φc(w)〉〈φb(y)φd(z)〉+ 〈φa(x)φd(z)〉〈φb(y)φc(w)〉 .
(3.15)
Notice that if the expectation values here are evaluated without source term in the functional inte-
gral, then (3.13) holds for G on shell, i.e. for G that solves the SD equation.
On the other hand, using (3.1), we find:
δ 2Γ
δGab(x,y)δGmn(w,z)
=
1
2
∫
u,v
G−1ac (x,u)G
−1
bd (y,v)(I−K)cd;mn (u,v,w,z) , (3.16)
where we introduced the four-point kernel
Kab;mn(x,y,w,z) =
∫
u,v
Gac(x,u)Gbd(y,v)
δΣm,n(w,z)
δGcd(u,v)
. (3.17)
Combining (3.13) and (3.16), we obtain:
F(a,b);(m,n)(x,y,w,z) =
∫
u,v
(I−K)−1ab;cd (x,y,u,v)(Gcm(u,w)Gdn(v,z)+Gcn(u,z)Gdm(v,w)) .
(3.18)
This is a general equation, as we have not made any approximation so far, and as such it is rather
formal. However, in the large-N limit, the 2PI effective action is given explicitly from (3.1) and
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(3.8), hence we have an explicit expression for the four-point kernel. The inversion of the tensor
structure in I−K can also be performed explicitly, after recognizing that K can be decomposed in a
sum of orthogonal projectors; we refer to [53] for such details. Here we just provide the expression
for the double trace ofF , which is useful in the determination of the spectrum of bilinear operators.
By taking a double trace on the forward four-point function, using (3.6), and defining a scalar four-
point kernel K2, we write
F(a,a);(m,m)(x,y,w,z) = N
3
∫
u,v
(I−K2)−1 (x,y,u,v)(G(u,w)G(v,z)+G(u,z)G(v,w)) , (3.19)
where
K2(x,y,w,z) =
∫
u,v
G(x,u)G(y,v)
(
3λ 2t G(u,v)
2− (λp+λd)δ (u− v)
)
δ (u−w)δ (v− z) . (3.20)
Expanding (I−K2)−1 in a geometric series, one recognizes that (3.19) expresses the four-point
function as a sum over a mixture of ladder and chain diagrams, built on the building blocks repre-
sented in Fig. 9. For λt = 0 we would have the typical chain diagrams of vector models, while for
λp = λd = 0 we would have pure ladder diagrams.
K =   p   d +3 22 t
Figure 9: Graphical representation of the kernel (3.20). Solid lines represent full two-point functions, while
dashed lines represent amputated external legs. The first two terms are based respectively on pillow and
double-trace vertices while the last one is based on a pair of tetrahedral vertices.
The kernel K2 plays an important role in determining the spectrum of operators that appear in
the operator product expansion (OPE) of two fundamental fields. The way this comes about is very
similar to the SYK case in d = 1 [34], and it has been discussed in detail in [87, 83]. The essence
is that the forward four-point function can be written in a standard representation-theoretic form
[88]:
F(a,a);(m,m)(x,y,w,z) = N
3∑
J
∫ d
2+ı∞
d
2−ı∞
dh
2piı
1
1− k(h,J) µ
d
∆φ (h,J)G
∆φ
h,J (xi)+(non-norm.) , (3.21)
with G ∆φh,J (xi) the conformal block, µ
d
∆φ (h,J) the measure, and k(h,J) the eigenvalues of the two
particle irreducible four-point kernel K2. The latter can be evaluated explicitly, the corresponding
eigenfunctions having the form of three-point functions 〈φφOh,J〉 of two fundamental fields with
an operator of dimension h and spin J [36, 42]. The non-normalizable contributions are due to
operators with dimension h < d/2, and they should be treated separately [88]. The reason for the
appearance of k(h,J) should be clear from Eq.(3.19). Closing the contour to the right, we pick poles
at k(h,J) = 1 (other poles coming from the measure and the conformal block are spurious and they
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cancel out [88]), and we recover an operator-product expansion in the s-channel (12→ 34):
F(a,a);(m,m)(x,y,w,z) = N
3∑
m,J
c2m,J G
∆φ
hm,J ,J(xi) , (3.22)
where the dimensions of spin-J operators, hm,J , are the poles of (1− k(h,J))−1, and the squares of
the OPE coefficients cm,J are the residues at the poles [87, 83, 56].
Therefore, studying the four-point kernel we can obtain the structure of the four-point function,
and hence construct renormalized couplings and beta functions, as well as deduce the spectrum of
operators that appear in the OPE of two fundamental fields.
4. Fixed points in bosonic models
As we discussed, the SD equation (3.10) admits scaling solutions, either asymptotically in the
UV or IR (for ζ = 1), or at all energies (for ζ = d/4). However, as any field theory, higher n-point
functions are typically divergent, hence we need renormalization. Scaling invariance (and likely
conformal invariance) for the full theory will be achieved only at a fixed point of the renormaliza-
tion group. This section is devoted to reviewing what we know so far about fixed points for the
bosonic quartic model (2.8), and its sextic generalizations.
4.1 Fixed points à la Wilson-Fisher
We first review the status of short-range models, that is, models with free covariance (2.3) with
ζ = 1. The tensor structure is irrelevant for the standard power counting, which is then the same as
for ordinary scalar field theory. Therefore, we know that the critical dimension of quartic models
is dc = 4, while for sextic models is dc = 3, and so on. In this case, fixed points will be found by
dimensional continuation below the critical dimension, as in the classical Wilson-Fisher fixed point
[89]. That is, fixed points are found at small ε in dimension d = 4− ε for the quartic model, and
so on.
The short-range model with interaction (2.8) was studied first in d > 0 (without pillow and
double trace terms) by Klebanov and Tarnopolsky in [36], where the scaling solution for the two-
point function was discussed. As the large-N limit for such model (in d = 0) was first proved
Carrozza and Tanasa in [25], such model is sometimes called the CTKT model. Soon after, Giombi
et al. in [42] developed further such analysis and studied the system of beta functions for the full
quartic set of interactions, using the results of [90] for a theory of scalar fields with a generic quartic
potential. At leading order in 1/N, and at cubic order in the couplings (i.e. at two loops) the beta
functions have the following experession:
βt =−εgt +2g3t , (4.1)
βp =−εgp+
(
6g2t +
2
3
g2p
)
−2g2t gp , (4.2)
βd =−εgd +
(
4
3
g2p+4gpgd +2g
2
d
)
−2g2t (4gp+5gd) , (4.3)
where we denote by gi, with i = t, p,d, the renormalized couplings, rescaled by (4pi)2.
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The beta function of gt depends only on gt itself, and in fact it is entirely due to the wave
function renormalization. That is, the tetrahedron coupling receives no vertex corrections at leading
order in 1/N; this facts holds at all loop orders, as can be proved by analyzing the structure of the
four-point function (3.18) [53].
Notice also that the double-trace coupling only enters in its own beta function. This can in
part be understood as follows: setting gt = gp = 0 we obtain a vector model in disguise, with
O(N3) invariance. Such enhanced symmetry prevents the generation of the pillow and tetrahedron
interactions if they are initially absent, hence there cannot be pure gd terms in their beta functions.
That there are also no mixed terms involving gd , at any loop order, can again be proved by analyzing
the structure of the four-point function (3.18) [53].
The beta functions (4.1) admit several fixed points: the trivial one, the O(N3) Wilson-Fisher
fixed point, two Wilson-Fisher-like with gt = 0 but non-zero pillow, and lastly eight non-trivial
fixed points with gt 6= 0, i.e.
g∗t =±
√
ε/2 , g∗p =±3i
√
ε/2 , g∗d∓ i(3±
√
3)
√
ε/2 , (4.4)
where for the global sign of g∗d the choice is synchronized with that for g
∗
p. It is the latter fixed
points that we call melonic, as only for non-zero tetrahedron coupling we have melonic diagrams
at large-N. The critical exponents (i.e. the eigenvalues of the stability matrixBab = ∂gaβb|g=g∗) of
the melonic fixed points are
{2ε , ±2i
√
2ε , ±2i
√
6ε } , (4.5)
with corresponding right-eigenvectors (at leading order in ε)
{(1,0,0) , (± i3,1,0) , (± i
√
3,1,1)} . (4.6)
The first exponent is real positive, and with eigenvector (1,0,0), meaning that tetrahedron pertur-
bations are irrelevant, i.e. IR attractive. However, the other two exponents are purely imaginary,
meaning that in the (complex) plane defined by the other two eigendirections the trajectories circle
around the fixed point without ever reaching it.
Moreover, the complex critical exponents mean that the fixed-point theory has operators of
complex dimension, hence it is non-unitary and likely unstable. The instability can be understood
from an AdS/CFT point of view, as the critical exponent ±2i√6ε gives a conformal dimension
∆φ2 = d2 ± i
√
6ε for the operator φabcφabc, implying a violation of the Breitenlohner-Freedman
stability bound in AdSd+1 [91]. In this respect, it was conjectured in [52] that “if the assumption
of conformal invariance in a large-N theory leads to a single-trace operator with a complex scaling
dimension of the form d2 + i f , then in the true low-temperature phase this operator acquires a
vacuum expectation value”, thus spontaneously breaking conformal invariance.
The appearance of an instability is not unexpected, as the tetrahedron invariant is not positive
definite. However, the unstable potential does not prevent the theory to be defined perturbatively,
and in principle in the large-N limit the instability of the potential might be invisible (in d = 0 this
is very familiar, as critical points of matrix models are usually found at the “wrong” sign of the
coupling [6]). The above result shows that this is not the case for such type of melonic fixed point.
Notice that the melonic fixed points above are real, with real exponents, for ε < 0, i.e. above
the critical dimension. However, in such case the tetrahedron is always a relevant perturbation, that
is, the fixed point is UV attractive. Moreover, complex dimensions reappear for d > 4.155 [42].
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Sextic models. One can generalize the two-point function and beta functions analysis to sextic
potentials. Sextic models have first been considered formally in [42], while beta functions have
been studied in [50, 57]. The model considered in [50] has O(N)3 invariance, but a different
scaling than (2.7) has been chosen. The sextic invariant leading to melonic diagrams in that case
has 3-colored graph in the form of a prism, hence we will call this model the prismatic model.
The model studied in [57] has instead U(N)3 invariance, and with scaling parameters (2.7). The
invariant leading to melonic diagrams in that case is the complete bipartite graph K3,3, resembling
a wheel, hence we call this model the wheel model. More explicitly, the latter has the following
interacting action:
Sint[φ , φ¯ ] =
∫
ddx
 λ16N3 + λ26N4 + λ36N4
+
λ4
6N5
+
λ5
6N6
 ,
(4.7)
where a (normalized) sum over color permutations should be understood, whenever it is non-trivial.
For both the prismatic and the wheel model, real melonic fixed points have been found, and
both the critical exponents and the spectrum of bilinear operators are real for small ε . However,
complex dimensions reappear in the two models for ε ' 0.19 and ε ' 0.02, respectively.
Ref. [57] also considered an O(N)5 model, with a restricted (“melo-complete”) family of in-
variants, which is however closed under renormalization at large N. Again melonic diagrams dom-
inate at large-N, due to the invariant corresponding to the complete graph K6. However, in this
case no non-trivial fixed point was found. Notice that this rank-5 model was the one considered
formally in [42], and for which a non-trivial spectrum of bilinear operators was found. The result
of [57] thus shows the importance of considering the full set of beta functions.
4.2 Lines of fixed points in long-range models
Partially inspired by [92], a long-range version of the CTKT model was introduce in [53]. The
model has the same potential (2.8), but in the free part of the action one chooses ζ = d/4, a value
that in the long-range Ising model (N = 1) corresponds to the transition point between mean-field
and non-trivial long-range behavior. For d < 4 the kinetic term is nonlocal, and thus one finds that
there is no wave function renormalization. As we explained above, at large-N the wave function
renormalization is the only possible reason for a renormalization group flow of the tetrahedron
coupling, as this receives no radiative correction at leading order; therefore, in the long-range case
one finds that the tetrahedron coupling is exactly marginal at large-N. As a consequence, we can
consider d smaller and not close to 4, for example d = 3 or d = 2, while still having the luxury of
a small parameter, which this time is the marginal coupling gt . The combination of large-N and
small gt gives full control on the fixed points of the theory in any d < 4.
Surprisingly, it turns out that the fixed points and their critical exponents, as well as the scaling
dimensions and OPE coefficients appearing in (3.22), are all real at small gt , if one chooses the
latter to be purely imaginary [53, 56, 58]. Notice that since the tetrahedron invariant is not positive
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definite, the choice of imaginary coupling is almost mandatory from the point of view of a non-
perturbative finite-N functional integral, and it is also reminiscent of the Lee-Yang model with an
iλφ 3 interaction [93, 94].
Defining the new couplings λ1 = λp/3, λ2 = λp+λd , and λ =− iλt , the beta functions of the
respective renormalized couplings g1 and g2 are
βg˜1 = β
g˜
0 −2β g˜1 g˜1+β g˜2 g˜21 ,
βg˜2 = β
√
3g˜
0 −2β
√
3g˜
1 g˜2+β
√
3g˜
2 g˜
2
2 , (4.8)
where β g0 ,β
g
1 and β
g
2 are power series in g
2, with g = Z−2λ and Z solution of (3.12), and we have
rescaled the couplings to g˜i = gi(4pi)−d/2Γ(ζ )−2. At first order the coefficients are
β g˜0 =−
(
2
Γ(d4 )
2
Γ(d2 )
)
g˜2+O(g˜4) , β g˜1 = O(g˜
2) , β g˜2 =
(
2
Γ(d4 )
2
Γ(d2 )
)
+O(g˜2) . (4.9)
The beta function βg˜1 admits two fixed points:
g˜1± =
β g˜1 ±
√
(β g˜1 )2−β g˜0 β g˜2
β g˜2
=±
√
g˜2+O(g˜2) , (4.10)
and the beta function βg˜2 admits two fixed points of the same form, with g˜→
√
3g˜. The corre-
sponding critical exponents are
β ′g˜1(g˜1±) =±2
√
(β g˜1 )2−β g˜0 β g˜2 =±
√
g˜2
(
4
Γ(d4 )
2
Γ(d2 )
)
+O(g˜3) , (4.11)
β ′g˜2(g˜2±) =±2
√
(β
√
3g˜
1 )
2−β
√
3g˜
0 β
√
3g˜
2 =±
√
3g˜2
(
4
Γ(d4 )
2
Γ(d2 )
)
+O(g˜3) , (4.12)
which are real for g˜ ∈ R, i.e. λt purely imaginary. Hence, the model has four fixed points in total,
each of them actually defining a line parameterized by g˜ in the {g˜1, g˜2} plane. One of them, namely
{g˜1+, g˜2+}, is IR attractive in both directions. For g˜→ 0, they all merge into the trivial fixed point:
for g = 0, non-trivial fixed points can only be obtained by moving away from marginality (i.e. by
taking 4ζ −d = ε > 0).
As argued in [58], following the footsteps of [72], the fixed-point theory is not only scale
invariant, as any fixed-point theory, but also conformally invariant.
The spectrum of dimensions of bilinear operators of arbitrary spin, as well as their OPE coef-
ficients, and some OPE coefficients of quartic operators, have been computed in [53, 56, 58], by
the method outlined in Sec. 3.2. The eigenvalues of the two particle irreducible four point kernel
[83] are
k(h,J) = 3g2Γ(d/4)4
Γ(−d4 + h+J2 )Γ(d4 − h−J2 )
Γ(3d4 − h−J2 )Γ(d4 + h+J2 )
, (4.13)
from which one finds [56] two types of solutions of the equation k(h,J) = 1 at small renormalized
tetrahedral coupling g. The first type,
h± =
d
2
±2Γ(d/4)
2
Γ(d/2)
√
3g2+O(g3) , (4.14)
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only exists for the scalar (spin J = 0) case. It is real (at all orders in g) only for real g, i.e. for purely
imaginary tetrahedral coupling. Moreover we recognize that h± = d2 +
1
2β
′˜
g2(g˜2±), as the expected
dimension of the composite operator φabcφabc in the large-N limit (that is, half the dimension of
(φabcφabc)2). The second type of solution,
hm,J =
d
2
+ J+2m− Γ(d/4)
4Γ(m+ J)Γ(m+1− d2 )sin
(pid
2
)
Γ(d2 + J+m)Γ(m+1) pi
6g2+O(g4) , (4.15)
with m,J ∈N0, but not simultaneously zero, exists for both scalar J = 0 and spin J > 0. It is real (at
all orders in g) for both real and purely imaginary tetrahedral coupling. In the free limit g = 0, we
recover the classical dimensions d2 +J+2m of the primary bilinear operators with arbitrary spin J,
schematically of the form
Oh,J ∼ φabc∂µ1 . . .∂µJ (∂ 2)mφabc . (4.16)
The solutions (4.14) and (4.15) are all real for real g, and above unitarity bounds (e.g. [95]),
and the associated OPE coefficients are also real [56]. This raises the possibility that, despite
the imaginary coupling, for which we expect the full model to be non-unitary, at large-N it could
actually be unitary. A possible mechanism for such outcome could be that the non-unitarity would
for example manifest itself in the form of complex operator dimensions, but with imaginary part
suppressed in the large-N limit, h' α0+ iα1/N+O(1/N2).
A similar scenario is found also in the long-range version of the sextic wheel model (4.7) [57].
Choosing ζ = d/3 and d < 3, one finds a line of IR attractive fixed points parametrized by g1.
However, in this case critical exponents and scaling dimensions of bilinear operators are real for
real g1, despite the fact that the wheel invariant is also not positive definite.
5. Fermionic models
Fermionic models with a melonic limit have been the original driving force for exploring
tensor models in d > 0. The SYK model [31, 32] is a model of Majorana fermions in d = 1,
which, thanks to the melonic dominance, admits a conformal IR limit and has an out-of-time-order
correlator that saturates the chaos bound [33, 34], and as a consequence it attracted much attention.
However, the SYK model is not a proper quantum field theory (or rather quantum mechanical
model), as its coupling is randomly distributed and one needs to perform a quenched average on
free energy and correlators. Moreover, the model has no global symmetry at the fundamental level,
it is a model of N fermions with a completely generic (randomly distributed) q-body interaction.
A global O(N) symmetry only arises after the quenched/annealed average on the coupling, hence
it cannot be gauged, and therefore its restriction to the singlet sector (in view of an AdS/CFT
correspondence) remains rather artificial. For these reasons, the observation [35, 36] that the same
conformal limit and correlator could be obtained in a proper field theory model with a global
invariance has attracted some attention on tensor models. We refer to [96, 59] for a review of SYK-
like tensor models (d = 1). This section is devoted to briefly reviewing few facts we have learned
so far about fermionic tensor field theories in d > 1 dimensions.
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5.1 Tensorial Gross-Neveu models
Fermionic tensor field theory with quartic interactions have been studied in [47, 48, 51]. Unlike
in d = 1, fermions in higher dimensions have a spinor structure that introduces some new features
in the construction of invariants. This aspect has been investigated in some detail in [48], for d = 2,
which is the critical dimension for fermions with standard propagator and quartic interactions. We
will first review the construction for the O(N)3-invariant model in d = 2 [48], and then comment
on d 6= 2 and other symmetries.
The free part of the action is standard, as there is only one quadratic tensor invariant, like for
vectors:
Sfree =
1
2
∫
x
ψ¯abc(x)/∂ψabc(x) . (5.1)
The field ψabc(x) is a real Majorana spinor, but it could be taken to be a Dirac spinor in the case of
U(N)3 symmetry, or of a mixture of the two cases. The inclusion of a quartic potential leads to a
tensorial generalization of the Gross-Neveu model [3].
The generalization of the quartic potential (2.8) to the fermionic case requires some care, as
in between a ψ¯ and a ψ field we can insert gamma matrices. We define the matrices ΓX , with
X = S,V,P, as
ΓS = 1, ΓV = γµ , ΓP = γ5 . (5.2)
The letters S, V , and P stand for scalar, vector, and pseudoscalar, respectively, in reference to the
transformation properties of the associated bilinears under the rotation group. The double-trace
and pillow invariants now write
IXd =(ψ¯a1a2a3Γ
Xψa1a2a3)(ψ¯b1b2b3Γ
Xψb1b2b3) , (5.3)
IX ,1p =(ψ¯a1a2a3Γ
Xψb1a2a3)(ψ¯b1b2b3Γ
Xψa1b2b3) , (5.4)
where terms inside a parenthesis have all their spinorial indices contracted, and the index 1 in the
pillow invariant stands for the color of the vertical line in its graph representation, see Fig. 10.
Demanding symmetry under color permutations requires repackaging the pillow interactions as
IXp = ∑3`=1 I
X ,`
p , as in (2.8). However, in the fermionic case also the tetrahedron invariant depends
on the choice of coloring; it turns out that there is no tetrahedron interaction invariant under the full
permutation group, but we can instead introduce an invariant under the subgroup of even permuta-
tions:
It ≡−IV,`t +2IP,`t , (5.5)
where
IX ,1t =
(
ψ¯a1a2a3Γ
Xψa1b2b3
)(
ψ¯b1a2b3Γ
Xψb1b2a3
)
,
IX ,2t =
(
ψ¯a1a2a3Γ
Xψb1a2b3
)(
ψ¯b1b2a3Γ
Xψa1b2b3
)
, (5.6)
IX ,3t =
(
ψ¯a1a2a3Γ
Xψb1b2a3
)(
ψ¯a1b2b3Γ
Xψb1a2b3
)
.
Despite appearances, it can be proved that It is independent of `. Moreover, by use of Fierz identi-
ties, one can show that we are free to parametrize a general action in terms of IX ,`t , with an ` of our
choice.
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Figure 10: Graphical representation of the interaction vertices (5.3) (left), (5.4) (center), and (5.6) (right). In
place of colors, here we used labels i ∈ {1,2,3}, representing the contraction of the i-th tensorial indices of
the two fields at its end-vertices. A dotted line with label X represents instead the contraction of the spinorial
indices of the fields at its end-vertices, with the insertion of a matrix ΓX .
Since IPd = I
V
d = 0 for Majorana fermions, the most general action for quartic interactions
invariant under O(N)3 and even color permutations is
Sint =−14
∫
x
(
λd
N3
ISd + ∑
X=S,V,P
λXp
N2
IXp +
λt
N3/2
It
)
. (5.7)
According to the analysis of [48], there is no non-trivial CFT for such model in d = 2, which
displays a dynamical mass generation, like the usual (vectorial) Gross-Neveu model [3], with the
non-perturbatively generated mass satisfying
lim
λt→0
m = Λexp
(
− pi
b2(λ Sd +3λ Sp )
)
, (5.8)
where Λ is the UV cutoff, and b a constant.
It is also interesting to consider a model with no color-permutation symmetry. The most
generic action with only I2 interactions reads
Sint,2 =− ∑
X=S,V,P
λX ,1t
∫
x
IX ,12 , (5.9)
where we chose the ` = 1 representation for definiteness. In this case, by a sort of bootstrap
procedure, it was found in [48] that requiring no radiative generation of the pillow and double-
trace interactions, and requiring no mass generation, leads to one of the following two sets of
conditions on the tetrahedron couplings:
(λ S,1t )2 = (λ
P,1
t )
2 = λ 2 6= 0 and λV,1t = 0 , (5.10)
or
(λ S,1t )2 = (λ
P,1
t )
2 = 0 and λV,1t = λ 6= 0 . (5.11)
Interestingly, such conditions are satisfied by models invariant under the continuous chiral symme-
try. However, this is no guarantee of a scale invariant theory, as there is still a possible running of
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the coupling λ , which in the large-N limit is again driven only by the wave function renormaliza-
tion. By explicit computation [48], the coupling λ in equation (5.10) has, at leading order in 1/N
and λ , the following beta function:
βλ =
3
pi2
λ 3 . (5.12)
As a consequence, unlike the usual Gross-Neveu coupling, the coupling λ is not asymptotically
free, it is IR free for both signs of the coupling. Such a result derives from the fact that at leading
order in 1/N the beta function starts at two-loop order (from the melonic correction to the two-
point function). The sign in (5.12) is thus compatible with results from the usual Gross-Neveu
model, where the leading terms in 1/N of the two loop contributions to the beta functions have the
same positive sign as our (5.12) (see for example [97]). The key difference is that for the vectorial
Gross-Neveu model the two-loop part of the beta function is subleading in 1/N with respect to the
one-loop part, while here the situation is reversed.
Interestingly, in d = 2− ε dimensions the beta function (5.12) becomes
β2 =−ελ + 3pi2λ
3 , (5.13)
thus showing for ε > 0 a non-trivial IR fixed point of order
√
ε , both at positive and negative
coupling. On the contrary, no real UV fixed point is found in d = 2+ ε dimensions. The situation
is thus reversed with respect to the GN model. Such result provides support for the conjecture in
[47] that the theory in d = 2− ε dimensions flows to a weakly interacting IR fixed point for small
ε . It is also natural to think that such IR fixed point in d = 2− ε would continue to d = 1, where
one would recover the SYK-like conformal limit.
New patterns of symmetry breaking. In the case of complex fermions with symmetry U(N)3,
the tetrahedron interaction is not allowed. Therefore in the quartic model we are left with only
pillow and double-trace, and the large-N limit is dominated by cactus diagrams, as the vector model.
Nevertheless, it is worth to mention a new feature of such model, namely the appearance in d = 3 of
a new phase with spontaneous symmetry breaking of one of the U(N) components of the invariance
group. Spontaneous symmetry breaking can be studied in this case by the intermediate field method
(or Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation), similarly to the standard Gross-Neveu case, except that
the pillow interaction requires a matrix intermediate field for each pillow invariant (i.e. one for
each coloring of the pillow graph, or one for each U(N) component of the symmetry group). In the
large-N limit, the effective potential for the intermediate field can be computed, and it was observed
first in [48] (at d = 2) that one of the intermediate matrix fields could acquire a vacuum expectation
value proportional to a non-trivial traceless matrix, thus breaking one of the U(N) components
of the symmetry group. However, the Coleman-Mermin-Wagner theorem forbids spontaneous
symmetry breaking of continuous symmetries in d = 2, therefore the apparent breaking found in
[48] is a spurious effect of the large-N limit, similar to the apparent breaking of continuous chiral
symmetry in the Gross-Neveu model [3, 98]. On the other hand, the generalization of the model to
d = 3, where there is no obstruction to spontaneous symmetry breaking of continuous symmetries,
confirmed such pattern of symmetry breaking [51]. The d = 3 model is of course perturbatively
non-renormalizable, however, as the original Gross-Neveu model, it makes sense in the large-N
limit; moreover, it admits three non-trivial fixed points, one UV attractive in both directions of the
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{λp,λd} plane, and two saddle-type fixed points. However, all such fixed points are similar to the
usual vectorial Gross-Neveu fixed points and thus do not fit our definition of melonic CFTs.
6. Conclusions and outlook
We hope to have managed to convey some essential information on the status of tensor field
theories in the melonic limit. Our presentation has been limited in scope, omitting for example any
discussion of the d = 1 case or of supersymmetric models (see [37, 49, 55] for the latter). We have
tried instead to highlight some recurrent features, such as:
• the general structure of the invariants, their graphical representation, and the counting of
factors of N in the Feynman diagrams;
• the role of the large-N melonic dominance in the simplification of the Schwinger-Dyson
equations for the two-point function, which can be fully solved in the critical long-range
models, and of the four-point kernel, whose spectrum can be solved numerically;
• the two main mechanisms by which fixed points can appear, namely: the usual Wilson-Fisher
dimensional continuation below the upper critical dimension in the short-range models, or
the exact marginality of the maximally-single-trace interaction in the long-range models.
• the fact that complex scaling dimensions often show up, but for some models small ranges of
parameters (the dimension or the exactly marginal coupling) have been found for which all
the scaling dimensions (and OPE coefficients) computed so far are real and above unitarity
bounds.
The long-range models [53, 56, 58] are of particular interest, as they allow us to define real
melonic CFTs in some integer dimensions (such as d = 2 or d = 3) for a small-enough exactly
marginal coupling. However, we expect that the exact marginality will be lost at some higher order
in the 1/N expansion, and thus it is a pressing question to understand whether the 1/N corrections
will select at least one fixed-point value within the range in which the model CFT is real. It would
also be interesting to study fermionic long-range models [99, 100] with tensor invariance; these
might provide a higher-dimensional, and tensorial, generalization of the conformal SYK model of
Ref. [92].
It is also worth to mention some similarities to other models, as well as other generalizations.
As recently noticed in [58], the quartic long-range model has several similarities with the long-
range version [101] of fishnet theory [102]. This is due in particular to the structure of the four-point
function, renormalizing the double-trace (and pillow, in the tensor case) interactions: the ladder
structure indeed can originate both from opening two lines in melonic vacuum graphs, or from
considering a fishnet graph with only four external legs. The double-trace (and pillow) couplings
thus present in both models similar lines of fixed points, parametrized by the exactly marginal
coupling. Moreover, in both models the latter is associated with a complex operator: i times the
tetrahedron invariant in the tensor case, and a “chiral” vertex in the fishnet case. Therefore, both
models are expected to be non-unitary. However, while the non-unitarity has showed up in the
fishnet theory even at leading order (in the form of a logarithmic CFT type of correlators), the
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large-N results in the long-range tensor models (in the appropriate range) are so far compatible
with a unitary CFT.
An interesting generalization of tensor models which we didn’t discuss is that introduced by
Ferrari in [103], and further studied in [76, 104 – 107], in which only two indices of a tensor field
take values from 1 to N, while one index (or more, for higher rank than three) takes values from 1
to D. This allows to view the melonic limit as a new limit (large N and D) of multi-matrix models,
with possibly an easier link to the AdS/CFT correspondence. In this respect it is also interesting to
notice that a similar generalization of the sextic wheel model of Ref. [57], with D = 4, essentially
reduces to the bosonic potential of the ABJM model [108], an observation that might be worth of
some exploration.
Many interesting questions concerning tensor field theories are still open, such as the determi-
nation of conformal data for higher-order invariants, the fate of the fixed points at subleading order
in 1/N, and a possible AdS/CFT interpretation of the models.
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